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Three major advantages of hybrid-electric propulsion for Navy ships include: greater fuel economy, lowered maintenance costs and quieter vessels for advanced warfare operations, said Jamie McMullin, senior director of business development for Leonardo DRS’ naval power systems. “Our hybrid-electric drive can bring the U.S. Navy real warfighting capability … and then you get all the benefits of fuel economy and less operation on engines and more space in the ship,” he said in an interview.
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From the report Today, the U.S. Navy is on the cusp of revolutionary changes in how warfare at sea is conducted. Akin to the shift from guns to missiles, this revolution will take the form of high-power pulsed mission systems.
U.S. Naval Power and Energy Systems Technology Development ...
The next-generation carrier is more “electric” by far than any predecessor. Probably the same will be true of the coming cruiser. There has also been talk of electric (nuclear) submarines. What is happening, and why? What is so special about electric drive and electromagnetic catapults? And why is this happening right now?
Going Electric: The History and Future of Naval Electric ...
Global Marine Technology Trends 2030, released today, is the culmination of a collaborative project between Lloyd’s Register, QinetiQ and the University of Southampton looking at the future for: commercial shipping – without which world trade would cease; for navies – so vital for security; and the health of the oceans – the vital ...
Global Marine Technology Trends 2030 report released
Global Marine Technology Trends 2030 is the culmination of a collaborative project between Lloyd’s Register, QinetiQ and the University of Southampton. The report examines the transformative impact of 18 technologies on ship design, on naval power and on the use of ocean space in 2030.
Global Marine Technology Trends 2030 - Lloyd's Register
The Navy estimates that buying the new ships specified in the 2019 plan would cost $631 billion (in 2018 dollars) over 30 years, or an average of $21.0 billion per year— $3.3 billion more per year than the Navy estimated new-ship construction would cost under its 2017 plan.
An Analysis of the Navy's Fiscal Year 2019 Shipbuilding ...
Navy news covering the latest stories in naval defence technology, new ships, submarines, aircraft carriers and trends in naval warfare and security. News. ... Naval tech trends: Submarine leads Twitter mentions in August 2020 ... Electric Trim and Stabilization Systems for Naval Applications.
Naval Technology | Naval Defence News & Views Updated Daily
BloombergNEF estimates that by 2040, electric buses will represent just under 70% of the global bus fleet. China currently accounts for 99% of global market share, but that will gradually fall through the 2020s as the rest of the world catches up. The three main suppliers of electric buses in the U.S. are New Flyer, Proterra, and BYD.
Electric vehicle trends 2020: Top 6 factors impacting ...
DEA Busts Electric-Powered Narcosub. ... the Navy Names Its New Carrier After a Black Sailor. ... The Navy May Use Robo-Ships to Hunt and Kill Enemy Subs, Terminator-Style ...
Navy Ships - Latest Naval Vessels - Popular Mechanics
By Team Ships Public Affairs | June 26, 2019. Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA) released the Naval Power and Energy Systems Technology Development Roadmap (NPES-TDR) providing an evolutionary...
NAVSEA Releases Naval Power and Energy Systems Technology ...
NAVAL GROUP: A partner for all naval needs; ... a family of EW equipment could be rendered outdated and redundant with every new technology developed or acquired by the adversary. Hence the paranoia about secrecy was understandable. However, we now notice a trend where EW equipment and techniques are increasingly being used by general duty ...
Electronic Warfare: Emerging Trends in Technology
The "Naval Actuators and Valves Market - Growth, Trends, and Forecasts (2020 - 2025)" report has been added to ResearchAndMarkets.com's offering. The Naval...
Global Naval Actuators and Valves Market Growth, Trends ...
Nov 11, 2020 16:34 UTC. Global Naval Actuators and Valves Market Growth, Trends, and Forecasts Report 2020-2025 Featuring MOOG, Honeywell International, Rotork, Emerson Electric, and Curtiss ...
Global Naval Actuators and Valves Market Growth, Trends ...
Global Naval Actuators and Valves Market Growth, Trends, and Forecasts Report 2020-2025 Featuring MOOG, Honeywell International, Rotork, Emerson Electric, and Curtiss-Wright - ResearchAndMarkets.com
Global Naval Actuators and Valves Market Growth, Trends ...
The Naval Actuator and Valves Market is anticipated to grow at a CAGR of more than 4% during the forecast period. The emergence of new technologies, such as high-performance radar and long-distance targeting systems, on the naval warfare front, has driven nations to modernize and upgrade their naval capabilities.
Global Naval Actuators and Valves Market Growth, Trends ...
Two U.S. Navy warships will soon be protected from dangerous mines with the same technology that will be used to keep Chicago’s power grid humming along. American Superconductor Corp., known...
The Same Technology Used in Power Grids Will Cloak Navy ...
The electric boat and ship market is anticipated to register a CAGR of over 10% during the forecast period. The growing demand for recreational water sports like jet skiing and recreational activities like boating and fishing is anticipated to support the growth of electric boats during the forecast period.
Electric Boat and Ship Market | Growth, Trends, and ...
Navy ship design is a complex process for a complex product used for National defense. A single ship design is passed hundreds of ... focused on the Naval Architecture (Hull, Me chanical, and Electrical design) design pr ocess for a conventional surface combatant.The resulting process has: z ... new iteration of the design.
The Navy Ship Design Process - Doerry
The submarine is the single most powerful piece of military hardware ever devised. Inside the hull of a single nuclear ballistic missile boat is more firepower than was unleashed by all the armed ...
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